
Subject Content What students need to learn? 

2.3.1  

Business Operations 

The purpose of business operations 

Production processes 

Impacts of technology on production 

The Purpose of Business Operations 

Operations is the name given to the section of the business that provides the customer with the 

goods or services he or she has ordered. 

When the product is produced in a factory, every part of the factory is part of ‘operations’, so too 

is the delivery process. 

Services such as window cleaning also require operations—that is, a process from website or app 

ordering through to appointments being made and kept, and perhaps a quality control system to 

make sure that customers are happy.  

Job Production 

Job production is one-off production for a one-off order.  It is tailor made to the specific 

requirements of a single customer and therefore requires a high input of labour rather 

than machinery 

Examples: 

 A loft conversion in an unusually shaped house 

 A tailor made suit for Prince Harry 

 A babysitter for Mrs Jenkins between 19.30 and 23.30 on Friday night 

Batch Production 

Batch production means producing a limited number of the same item.  It might be a 

huge batch of 10,000 or a small batch of 4.  Small batches may be useful for mixing the 

same ingredients and making goods that have a short life span, larger batches are useful 

for businesses that may need different sizes, so doing 1 size all together is easier and 

cheaper. 

Examples: 

 The production of 1 million Cadbury Screme Eggs for Halloween 

 10 crispy bread rolls followed by 10 soft baps 

 A meals-on-wheels lunch service for 20 elderly people in Leeds 

Flow Production 

Flow production is continuous output of identical products.  The worlds biggest baked bean facto-

ry is in Wigan ; it produces 3 million tins of Heinz Beans a day, working 24/7 for the past 70 years. 

Flow production allows a factory to be highly automated 

Examples: 

 Cadbury’s Dairy Milk 

 Cadbury’s Crème Eggs 

 Nissan Jukes and BMW Minis 

 Advantages Disadvantages 

Job  

Production 

Highly flexible (fit to customer needs) 

Satisfying work for the individual as it re-

Expensive to make the product 

Skills may be hard to find so staff 

Batch  

Production 

Gain a cost advantage from producing 

several items at once yet still able to offer 

a range of colours/sizes 

Limited scope for automation—

labour is expensive 

Flow  

Production 

Can automate production fully—more cost 

effective 

Customers value consistency—all products 

Expensive to set up and inflexible 

Modern customers like products 

tailored to their needs 

Mix of Job, Batch and Flow? 

There often is a mix between job, batch and flow production depending on the type of product 

made.  

For example there may be a batch of wedding cakes made, however each one may be decorated 

to fit with the customers requirements.   

Although Mini are made using flow production, each car has a specific set of specifications that 

the customer has requested e.g. roof colour or patterns. 


